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McAllister Hull

NY Admin.istrator
Named by Davis
To Provost Pos-t

..

.

'

By Rutb S. lntress
After a screening of more than
200 candidates, UNM President
William Davis has appointed an
administrator from the State
University of New V:ork at Buffalo
to replace Provost Chester
Travelstead who is retiring July
first.
McAllister Hull Jr., presentlythe
dean of graduate and profes~ional
education at SUNY at Buffalo, will
be UNM's chief academic officer
and supervisor of all U,NM
programs of instruction and
research as of July first.
Davis said Hull, 54, has "outstanding credentials ·as an
academiCian as well"'as' an administrator. He has broad · intellectual, interests from physics to
military history." .
Hull is also a professor of physics
at SONY at Buffalo. During World
War II he worked on the
Manhattan project-a .secret.
project in Chicago to develop the
atomic bomb.
Davis said Hull's scientific
background will help strengthen

UNM's relationship with Sandia
Laboratories and Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory.
Hull earned both his undergraduate and Ph.D. degrees in
physics from Yale University.
He was chairman of the physics
department at Oregon State
University,. and chairll)an of the
physics and astronomy department
of SUNY at Buffalo.

By Tom Kensler
The inclusion ·Of $4.1 million for
a mechanical engineering building
in the State Legisl~ture's. $126,1
million "Christmas-Tree" package
will provide the necessary funding '
-for the first solar-heated and cooled
building at UNM.
The proposed site for · .. ,le
structure is adjacent to the nuclear
engineering building- on Redondo
Drive NE.
The .. Christmas Tree" program·
is so named because it cpntains
more than 75 individual projects
throughout the state, and is said to
have something 'for everyone. It
was concurred in the senate just
three minutes before the Saturday
noon legislative deadline, after
having passed the house minutes
earlier.
Funds for the capital outlay
program will come from the newly
passed energy industry severance
tax increases.
The mechanical engineering

building proposal had been introduced as a single appropriation
bill to the house on Feb. 3 by Rep.
Lenton Malry, D-Bern. The bill was
directed to the· house Appropriation
and Finance Committee, and a
presentation, led by Engineering
Dean William Gross and Campus
Architect Van Dorn Hooker, was
made to that body on Feb. 28.
The bill was tabled by the
committee until Feb. 12, when it
·overwhelmingly passed the house
by a 61-2 vote.
· The measure was then referred to
the senate Finance Committee
which heard a short presentation by
Gross and Hooker on Tuesday.
Two days .later, that committee
included the money for the
mechanical engineering building
appropriation in a $ll8 million
capital outlay program, and passed
it unanimously.
With only 10 minutes remaining
in the legislative session, the house
passed the $126.1 million measure

M.usic: FaCulty To Stage
Benefit Protest~ Concert -. Dr. Patrick was not given a new
A majority of the. music contract despite the feeling among
departments full-time faculty faculty that "she had fine qualities
members have jumped on the and should remain," said Leonard
bandwagon in support of Dr. Susan Felberg, professor of music.
In reference to the benefit
Patrick, a musicologist who has not
concert, piano professor Morton
been rehired for 1977-78.
Of'26 full-time faculty, IS will be Schoenfeld said, ''there are
performi'ng in a benefit concert channels through which one may
tomorrow. The proceeds will go for seek to address grievances ... all
other avenu~s have been explored in
Dr. Patrick's aftorney fees.
vain.
.
Shoenfeld also said, "Our action
is not that of a group of beligerent
rabble rousing radicals, but rather
to reverse the decisions of the
administration."
In a letter to Prof. George
Robert. senior faculty member of
the music department, Assoc.
battle over the m~dical school's Provost Clinton Adams outlined
$300,000 reserves. "The medical the decision of the faculty.
school wanted to keep its reserves," According to Adams, Dr. Patrick
said Rep. Fred Mondragon, D- was not rehired because of:
Bern., but the Appropriations and
-A diversity of faculty opinion
Finance Committee felt that since ranging from clearly negat~ve to
the University has $12~15 million in clearly affirmative evaluations, a
reserves, the medical school did not clear majority more affirmative
need to keep its own reserves."
than negative, but with reservations
• 'The medical school had expressed even by some who
reappointment;
.
S300,000 in reserves from vacancy favored
-a summary of the Spring 1976
savin'gs (money left from unfilled faculty merit ratings which placed
.staff positions). The House her 17 th among the 19 faculty
Appropriations and Finance
Committee felt .that rather than members so rated;
keeping it there they should spend . -a negative recommendation by
it," said Rep. Fred Mondragon, D-. the acting chairman;
Bern., who is a member of the
..:....a split recommendation ~Y the
committee. ''The medical school College Personnel Committee,
· keep 1'ts reserves, b.
W.an ted to
. ut. th e affirmative by a vote of three to
committee felt that since . the two; and,
--a uega'tive recommendation by
University has $12 to 15 million in
·
the
acting dean.
h
reserves, t e med ical school dtd not
Schoenfeld said that the "central
need to keep its own reserves."
issue" was that, 'the administration
The House had accounted for the made its decision without con$300,000 in the appropriation for sultation' of the articulated wishes
the medical school. When the bill of 80 per cent ofthe faculty." ..
Went to the Senate, Finance·
In regard to the faculty opmtons
Committee, the committee ~dded mentioned by Adams' lett-er,
the $300,0Qo on to allow th~ school Shoenf~ld said that the faculty
to keep its reserves. The addition would be willing to re-evaluate Dr.
·
.
then went back to the house for Patrick.
concurrence. The house did not
A music: department source satd
concur, and the addition was that in the past, the use of words
defeated.
like 1 '!lood" and 1'fine" were used
By D.M. Flynn
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By Dolores \Vood
The University's administration
feels UNM received about $300,000
less in its instruction and general
budget from the state legislature
than what it needed to "hold its
own," Bill Weeks director of
University relations, said.
'
In the session that ended on time
for the first time in history the
legislatur·e approved about $44
million for the instruction and
general budget, Weeks said. UNM
President William Davis said he
thinks cuts will be made in staff to
make up_ for the loss. He did not say
where the staff cuts would be made.
Davis had originally _been
shooting for at)out $44.5 million,
Weeks said. The Board of
Educational Finance had recom~
mended $44,488,000.
The University also lost out in a

Photo

Contest

Announced
The LOBO fs sponsoring a
photo contest with the winning
photos . being displayed in a
special photo issue Apr. 15. See
page 10 for more information.

i
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The solar-heated and cooled
building will be the major component in a three-step project to
upgrade the mechanical engineering
facilities as proposed by the space
planning committee of the Co11ege
of Engineering last semester. With
the completion. of the 27,000
square-foot structure, the present
classroom building will be
remodeled to house the mechanical
engineering shops, and the current
shop building will be demolished.
Preliminary architectural ~esign
by the local firm of Pacheco and
Graham shows the new building to
contain teaching and research
laboratories, classrooms, and office
space throughout its four levels.
The basement level will house
nine research and instructional
labs. The ground floor will include
three -instructional labs, a 36-seat
classroom and a 100-seat theatretype classroom.
Classrooms, design studios, and
computer terminals will comprise
the third level. The fourth level will
include faculty and teaching
ai~istan( offices,:two classrooms, a
study lounge, and a laboratory to
study the building's solar energy
package.

It Happens
Every Spring...

UN M Appropriation
Falls Short of N·eed
\.

by a 36-33 margin, before concurrence by the senate. . '

on faculty evaluations and these
sufficed as a recommendation to
reappoint a faculty member.
Hooker said the starting date for
Schoenfeld said these "terms building construction would
were construed as being necessary depend upon the release of funds by
until this year when . the words the state's Department of Finance.
'excellent or promise of excellence'
mysteriously appeared.'' But he said that final architectural
Schoenfeld was referring to the and engineering plans could be
terminology of the three-year worked on before that if given
contract which, Dr. Patrick said, approval by the UNM Boara of
Regents .
. (Continued on page 10)

Administrator Says,
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Warm weather brings the sports out in people. Today is
the first day of spring and as spring comes in, Lobo Randy
Rima is called out.
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Indira Gandhi Defeated
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/

NEW
DELHI,
India
(UP I)-Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi was swept from power
Sunday in a stunning defeat for reelection to Parliament that almost
certainly means also an end tQ her
11-year tenure as prime minister.
The defeat for tjJe daughter of
the late Jawaharlal Nehru, prime
minister of India . from independence until his death in 1964,
came at the hands of Raj Narain,
whom she defeated by 110,000
votes in 1971 while leading her
party to a landslide victory across
the nation.
This time, her ruling Congress
Party, which has governed India
since independence in 1947, was
trailing an opposition coalition
which for the first time had unified
and put up a tough battle.
A key reason for the prime
minister's defeat was voter anger at
the power wielded during Mrs.

~lf·~~

Mrs. Gandhi's defeat meant she for the opposit:•Jn Janata (Peoples)
no longer has a seat in parliament Party. A Party aUied with the
although she could constitutionally Congress Party had 12 and various
remain as prime minister for up to parties split the rest.
six months if the Congress Party
In New Oelhi, where the
retained power and elected her their C'ongr •.ss Party won ali ~even seats
leader. But even if the Congress in 1971, it got none this time and
Party won-it was trailing in late was also blanked in Bombay,
returns-political analysts conMany considered' the elections
sidered it unlikely she would remain the most crucial since· India
as prime minister.
acheived indepencence from Britain
Analysts suggested her own party 30 years ago. The opposition said
would select someone else more the
choice
was
between
likely to have the support of op- "democracy and dictatorship"
position members whose votes while Mrs. Gandhi said it was
would be needed to pass legislatio.n. between "stability and chaos."
In any case, the new parliament
The campaign that started with
will nieet on Wednesday and will Mrs. Gandhi's surprise Jan. 18
select ib· pnme minister.
decision to hold electi~•ns quickly
With results known for205 of the turned into the most serious
540 seats for which voting was held, challence to the Congress Paitv
' the Congress Party had 76 to 103 __ since it came to power in l947.
·

By United Press International

Treasure Hunt Begins

The University of New Mexico
Student Publications Board
Is Now accepting Applications For
New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor
Applications for the position arc available in
Marron Hall room 131 between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Applications must be retumed to Marron Hall
room 131 no later than 4:30 p.m. 'Vednesday,
March 30, 1977.
The Student Publications Board will select the
1977-78 New Me:tico Daily Lobo Editor at its April
ll meeting. The new editor will assume responsibility for the paper Monday, April 18.

"A~g, 1../.S. Pat, Off., Am. D.O. Corp. (cl Copyright 1975. Am. D.O. Corp.

for the price of one
With this coupo11

Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40

WHITE SANDS, N.M~-Like a physician searching electronically
for irregularities inside a body, a,scientist probed a pile a frocks in the
New Mexico desert with ground-penetrating radar "Sunday looking for
underground caverns suspected of containing a fortune in gold.
Geophysicist Lambert Dolphin of the Stanford Research Institute
turned his equipment on 5,900-foot Victoria Peak in an attempt to
det~rmine if the cactus-covered hill is the repository for a gold cache
·
estimated to be worth as much as $250 billion.

e
burger
Get One Free With This Ad
I

CLARK AIR FORCE BASE, The Philippines-The special U.S.
mission hoping to trace 2,550 American servicemen missing in action
in the Indochina war ended its week-long visit to Southeast Asia Sunday, saying "nothing has come" of a Laotian promise to look for the·
550 missing there.
"We have a hope for the future and nothing more," Leonard
Woodcock, head of the White HOuse mission, said. "Our hope is
· based upon a very substantial change in attitude on their (the
Laotians') part."

Home Of The Sack Lunch Special

Mr. Steak

Ear Nibblers Strike Hogs

whom callously left a boy with an
injured leg in the desert to face 120degree heat with only a gallon of
water and a bit of marijuana.
·
-Lived amid their own excrement and garbage in orange
crate shelters and fly-infested
camps shielded from curious eyes
by black plastic sheets hung on
trees.
-Worked from dawn to dusk
for as little as $5 a day, a pittance
bled down by phony social security
deductions and food prices inflated
by their overseers.
-Were shipped like cattle in
locked trucks as far away as Idaho,
where· those not needed for farm
work were turned in to immigration
authorities for deportation to
Mexico.
The IRE is a team of nearly 40
reporters and editors from 25 news
organizations who ~pent sb: months
probing crime and corruption in
Arizona following the bombing
murder last June in Phoenix of
Arizona Republic reporter Don
Bolles.

JACKSON, Miss.-There are some strange tales circulating in
Jasper County about a mysterious animal raiding barnyards and
eating the ears off hogs.
"Something started getting in there and catching the hogs behind
the neck, but the only thing it would eat was the ears," said Gene
Clark, editor of the Jasper County News. He said the animal invaded
a hog pen on four successive nights, attacking one hog each time, until it had eaten the ears off all four hogs. He said three sows died but
the "old male hog" survived.

1400 San Pedro NE

'l

WASHINGTON-Two independent investigators claimed Sunday
the mysterious "Raoul" whom James Earl Ray blames for the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. is Ray's younger brother,
Jerry.
Ray is serving a 99-year sentence in a Tennessee prison after
pleading guilty to the 1968 murder of King in Memphis. He later
changed his story and asked for a new trial, saying he was the fall guy
for a man identified only as Raoul, a Canadian who allegedly aided
and financed him.
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SALE
Buy any two Fro-Yo's get

Bans Night Flying

NAIROBI, Kenya-Uganda Sunday banned virtually all air travel
at night because of the "current security situation in Africa."
It said Uganda's only international airport, at Entebbe, was excluded from the order.
Otherwise, no aircraft will be allowed to take off or land at any airfield in Uganda between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. "except with the express
permission of the military authorities," Radio Uganda said.
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Evidence Added in Probe

Ug~nda

Featuring QualityFood
and Speedy Service
8516 Centralt~e.. wyomlngl255-6130 ·

(

MIA Searchers Return

·

Gandhi'sstateofemergencyruleby
her son, Sanjay. He lost by 75,000
votes in his first try for elective
office.
By Uniled Press International
Immediately after the anIn the eighth copyrighted article
nouncement of the defeat, Mrs. on crime and corruption in
Gandhi summoned an emergency Arizona, Investigative Reporters
meeting of her cabinet, an official and Editors INC. said that a citrus
source said. Details of the meeting farm partly owned by Robert
were not disclosed.
Goldwater, the brother of senator
Anti-Gandhi crowds gathered Senator Barry Goldwater R-Ariz.,
outside newspaper offices after the ,has operated the farm by using
final day of voting that began last illegal Mexican labor.
Wednesday to get the latest results
The IRE article said that aliens
and shouted, "Indira Gandhi, at the Arrowhead Ranches citrus
resign immediately!"
farm:
Her political opposition had
-Paid $100 or more a head to
already asked her resignation.
"coyotes" (alien smugglers), one of

Regular Size
SUNDAES

•
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Goldwater Farm H .I res
Al.lens, Rep' orters Say
.

Dairy Queen* braziec
has it all··
Food and Dessert
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the third for 1¢
Offer Expires March 23, 1977
Please bring coupon
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2216 Central S.E.-265-5986
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Vol. 81

No. 114
Box20, University P .0., Ul'IIM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102
177-4202.

Tht: N~w Me:cico Dai!v Lobo it published
Monday throUgh Frida)' C..·ery r~ular week of
·thC"Uni\'C'tSity year and •·eek.ly-during the sum•
nletSC$lon by the Boatlil ofStudmt Publicatio~
of the Univm:ity of New ;\!e:&:n. and i.s not
linandally Msoda!ed v,ith U~1.1. Second class
">OStagt paid at Albuquerque.. New Me.,;.iro·
d7l31. Sub$o:pti-oa rate. is SIO.OO for Ill~
academic year~

11lC opinions eApressed on the .:dltorial pag:rs

of'Th~ Duilr LoOO an: those of the. author .sokly,

Jnsigned opirUonU that oftheC'ditorial boardo{
The Dr:ily Lobo. Nothing printed in The lJuiJJ
Lebo nC'CeSSarily rep~nts tbe. vie-ws
tht<
Univcrsiay or New Mcioo.
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UNM Students: The Deadline to Apply for ~

COLLEGEOFFINEARTS
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Admission for Summer and Falll977 is
F1·iday, Aprill, 1977
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of Fine Arts Advisement Center
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FineA1ts Center, Room 1103
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Buy 1 Slice of Pizza

Lucky's Pizza

Get One
F'REE!
11:30- 4:30

Home of the Original Handmade Pizza
4513 Central NE
256-9953
2.68-9029

Delicions Pepperoni Pizza 60¢
Good For Monday
March 21

O
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200 Plus on·e

During last week's vacation, we had one of those idle thoughts between
sleep, television and ll)Ore sleep.
h ·
h '
v"
What did we get out of the Bicentennial now that it is t ree mont s
v past?
.
~
There are still a few dog-eared bumper stickers, two or three red-whlteP.. and-blue drinking glasses or a miniature Statue of Liberty with a clock in
the stomach, floating around the city.
Gone from your average national TV network are short spots nu!·tated
by some unknown individual about some even more ob~cur!l revolutionary
war event, [.e. Slim Pickens recalls a shortage of sh1ngles for General
Washington's command post.
. _
.
.
Also gone from the bicentennial TV sqreen are the v1s1ts to h1stoncal
monuments lika a buckeye pitching contest in Pig's ·Knuckle, Ohio or a
historical marker in Upper New York State where patriots stopped on a
march to relieve themselves in a nearby snowbank.
We are no longer urged to drink a certain brand' of bE)er for nati'!nal spirit
or clean our toilet bowls with bubbling red-white-and-blue scrubbing bubbles.
In our 201st year, we now have potential drought conditions in the
West, natural gas shortages in the East, assorted political indictments and
the price of everything still rises.
.
.
.
For some reason, the term Bicentennial managed to make Amencan life
a little more l')ndurable.
What we need now is something else to make the next few years en. durable. What we suggest is a national human respect day where every
citizen is required to extend simple courtesies to his or-her fellow citizen~.
This could range from anything as plain· as not honking a car horn m
. ·
everyone's ears to curbing dogs.
Everyone would benefit from the change of pace and ~erhaps 1t would
make it a little bit easier to drink a more costly cup of mormng coffee.

_z

-MfiWW~ILE,OFf Nf.WTOLJNDl.AND:
.
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Torrents of Nuisance Law Suits'

Editor:
"A state which dwarfs its men in
order that they may be more docile
instruments in its hands even for
beneficial purposes will find that
with small men no great thing can

Students' Ignorance of NMPIRG

DOONESBURY

the state and a direction of· the
energies cif concerned students
who haven't the connections nor
tlie time to develop a structure but"
do have a desire to act on social in'
justices.
PI RG has contact w.ith Civil
groups, environmental groups, !'l_nd
concerned individuals. It lobb1es
the state legislature, writes bills
which represent individuals not the
large companies.
A partial list of activities PIRG is
or has been involved in include:
Senate Bill1, the Alley-Paving Battle, Bottle bill Coalition, Prison'
Report, Housing Cooperatives,
Lobbying Services, Food Tax Bat-

by Garry Trudeau
MR./J&ACIJUKJ:
7}{/S 15 JENNffl<
[)(){IJN/tf IVARJ)-
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Editorial Board •
Unsigned &ditor-t.fa npreunt. a
rilajority opinion of

the

Edltor·in-Chiet
Susan Walton·

enrollments have gone up by more
than 6.5 million since 1!)56.
·In roughly the same period,
higher education's buildings, land,
and equipment increased in value
from approximately $18 billion to
over $67 biilion. On the surface it
appears that universities such as
this one are benefiting but HEW
requires compliance to a mountain
of regui<Jtions before a university
receives some form of federal funding.
On Oct. 1, 1976, HEW ruled that
any college enrolling students who
receive aid from Government grant
and loan programs vyill be considered a "recipient institution" -subject to an incredible
range of Government controls.
These controls to insure future funds range from instituting grievance

;

' M4YB.E IN THf Off·)FAfON ~ (OtJLJ) GEf W

tie, Uranium Tax, Information on
Employment Credit Status, Consumer Complaints, Student Internships with City and State, a
Survey of Food Prices, a Survey of
Checking Policies from Various
Banks, the Nuclear Power Issue,
the Food Stamp Battle, Landlord/Tenant Book, Classes in
Energy Develbpment, etc.
These issues may not presently
concern students; the apathy level
on this campus is amazing.
However students do eventually
graduate or drop out and have to
deal with jobs, food prices, housing
problems, pollution problems,
energy resource problems.
There are a few 1,000 students
who are interested, and who care
enough to at least ask questions.
There may be others who, although
concerned, haven't the time to be
involved and assuage their consciences with the financial contribution they. make to PIRG.
Other students may find PIRG an
u'npleasant reminder that in order
for democracy to work everybody
must participate, be informed, '!lnd
active. These students complain
about the lack of benefit tliey
receive from. PIRG, perhaps
because it isn't handed to them on
a tray or TV screen.
We, however,, as concerned
citizens of New. Mexico, are
grateful for the existence of PIRG,
where the little time we have free
from studies and working we can
use to augment ongoing projects.

I believe these words of Mr. Mill
are quite appropriate in regard to
the HEW case currently being considered by Mr. Joseph Califano.
Those people who are imploring
President Davis to release the
grades HEW has demanded are
allowing the state to dwarf us
(without protesting). Do not misunderstand me. I can appreciate their
concerns, for I have benefited from
federal funds myself; but in this
case I believe that the principle is
paramount. Particularly because
the case before HEW is one in
which the cry "discrimination" is
quite questionable.
For example, in the educ•Aion
courses in which the complainant
received two "D's" there were 11
students enrolled. Eight of the
students were Chicano and seven
of the Chicanos received "A's.''
The other day when it was quite
gusty I caught sight of a small
sparrow struggling to fly in the face
of the wind. The struggle ensued
for several awe-inspiring minutes
before the sparrow assented to the
forceful wind. But we are not

Furthermore, if HEW casts its lot
with the complaining student then,
I believe, that one can only ,assume
that the case was not judged on its
merits, but rather on ·form. Form
will have been allowed to usurp
substance. If such shallow suits are
allowed to inur.date HEW, I fear
that when a genuine case of
discrimination arises people will sit
back arid ignore the genuine cry,
for the echoes of false cries will still
be ringing in their ears and they will
have grown quite tired of hearin(J
so many cries of "wolf."
Cathy Sierra

Treat Towns as Individuals
Lovington• is a unique town. Its
Editor:
people
are unique.
Mr. ·Gallagher, your article in
Thursday's LOBO (March 3) on •
The whole point of my letter is to
Lovington obviously showed a lack just say, if you go into t_he
of sensitivity and a narrowLovingtons of the world w1th
mindedness typical of the im·
prejudice in your mind (and
mature minds that fill the world
prejudice is pre-judging), your exwith prejudice and hate. By reading
periences will remain shallow and
your article, many people will be
self-fulfilling.·Treat towns as well as
left with an extremely shallow but
people as unique individuals, each
negative impression of the town.
one having the potential to give you
a
wonderful experience, if you will
Your chance encounter with one
onlyletit.
person allowed you to instantly
Stanley Harada
fulfill your stereotypes and neatly
;IIIIIIIIU
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
file
Lovington
in
a
niche-hicksville-dumb cowboys.
Letters to the editor .•.
There are many wonderful senLetters to the editor should
sitive, intelligent, friendly people
no Ionge'r than 250 words,
be
you might have met had you made
typewritten and double
the effort. You probably could have
spaced.
even met some at the bowling
alley.
"
.Sender's name, address and

We also would like a refund
clause in the ASUNM student acYou chose instead to say all
tivities fee. Out of 40 organizations, bowling alleys are the same-all
we receive benefit from two or southern New Mexico small towns
three and this does not include the are the same, How far is it from
Senate, especially in the present that attitude to "all Blacks are the
consideration of PIRG funding, -same-all Japs are the same-all
they do not represent our interests. old people are the same?"
May we have our $12 back? You
·
•
can give $2 to PIRG.
It is beside the point that I grew
Timi An non up in Lovington, It just puts me in a
P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia position to point out the obvious.
Managing Editor
Karen Moses

sparrOI(VS and HEW is not a gusty
wind I
To get back to the case, I must
say that if the complainant and
HEW are successful in · this
misguided endeavor then, I believe, ~
the floodgates may be burst asunder by torrents of nuisance law
suits. Such suits will not only hamper HEW in performing its true function, but also increase HEW's expenses in the years to come. (Need
1 mention who will eventually pay
the price-the taxpayers.)

News Editor
Tim Gallagher

phone number must be included with the letter or it
will not be considered for
publication.' Names will be
withheld only by agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include name, phone
number and address of a
group member.

Asst., News t:ditor
llnve f·lynn

a

Fighting
Back

Sports Editor
Dave Belling

Arts and Media Editor

The sound of the gavel echoed across the house floor, ending the 33rd
session of the New Mexico· State Legislature.
In the final frenzied hours leading up to the adjournment, the legislators
managed to shove through some of the most significant bills of the
session.
But behind it all-the legislators, the bills and most important, the
votes-was a lobbyist whose controlling hand hovered over almost
everyone.
He wasn't always in the public eye (at least not in connection with the
legislative session) but his presence and the frightening power that accompanied it was felt by almost anyone who oppo'sed him.
He was known for the persuasive efforts he conducted outside the
Capitol doors. He worked on the pr.!lmise that important legislative matters
could be settled more easily while enjoying the fine French cuisine at one
of Santa Fe's better restaurants.
He learned that legislators were much more open to his suggestions if
he presented them to them after several.drinks at one of Santa Fe's better
drinking establishments.
And if the legislators had gotten a little bit too enthusiastic about
loosening up over the drinks, and were unable to drive home that night, he
was more than happy to provide them with a free room in one of Santa
Fe's better hotels. ·
It wasn't easy for a legislator to forget treatment like that. But, if they
really got caught up in their work, if they really started caring about how a
certain bill could affect the public or the environmimt, it didn't take long
for them to receive an abrupt reminder of past favors.
"Don't forget your friends, Senator," this lob_byist would whisper over
their shoulders.
The legislators would laugn it off, but their spines would suddenly go
rigid when they felt that "friendly" pat on their shoulder.
With little reminders like that, legislators weren't very likely to forget
their "friend" again.
This lobbyist didn't make emotionally charged speeches before the
house or the senate, but he certainly made his presence felt.
In New Mexico, at least, he's "the man nobody owns."

.

BOOTS

Lynda Sparber

Advertising Manager

Rebekah Szymanski, Dolores Wood

Harry Chapman

PIRG's Efforts for Students

Editor:
In reading the article, ·"UNM
Receives $1.1 Million From State
Land," in the LOBO, mention was
made of monies that UNM receives
that are generated from the
severance taxes on the minerals extracted from the land here in New
Mexico. These monies are part of
the New Mexico permanent fund.
UNM's share, $779,451, last year
went to the University's general
budget.
- As
board
member
and
spokesperson of the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group I,
In conclusion, those who. as well as other board members,
question HEW's involvement in the have received criticisms, pareveryday operation of a university ticularly from ASUNM senators.
forget of are unaware of the fact Our budget request has come unthat HEW already had guidelines der attack, as well as our activities.
and regulations concerning almost
The main criticism is that NMevery facet of university activity. PIRG has not dealt with issues afThis is a fact of life that Janet fecting the students directly. The
Roebuck, chairperson for the article in the LOBO is a good examAcademic Freedom and Tenure ple of a way in which PIRG's efforts
Committee (AFTC), and her can and do affect all of us as
colleagues at UNM must keep in students and members of the commind at all times.
munity. NMPIRG is now involved in

lobbying efforts in Santa Fe to try
and raise the severance taxes on
some of the mi01eral extracting industries in the state.
If PIRG's efforts should be successful, UNM's share of the permanent fund would increase, and
·the benefactors would be the
students, in the form of more
monies for better teaching
facilities, better student-teacher
ratios, etc.
So I guess you could say that a
two dollar investment via the NMPIRG fee, and better than a million
dollar return, is a good deal.

.....
.._,
.._,
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Rudy A. Martinez
Spokesperson, NMPIRG
·J•:y(•gl;~,~t·s 11r Contact .Lt•ns~~.

· Fast smyice, f!Uality and
style at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
·(_Next door to Ca.<l'!J Jlexa/1 Drug)
Lomas al Washington 25.5-632'9

ONE of the OLDEST LOCALLY OWNED JEWELERS IN ALBUQUERQUE

Number 6 .•. of the 12
Most Beautiful Diamond
Engagement Rings
in the World.
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The new convenient way for Non-Resident Students and
Staff to take care of those between class and work meals.
NOW there is a way to buy, in advance, all those dinners
before your Wednesday night lab, and for many other
meals you need to have while on campus.
I

Use ENTREE card for $10 worth of any combination
of meals at La Posada.

10%.
OFF
lobo
men•s

shop

Photo Editor
Wenrlell T. Hunt

Copy t:ditors

procedures in cases of alleged
discrimination to opening up confidential files for student inspection.
Lastly, just the costs to fill out
compliance reports and other
paperwork as required by HEW is
staggering. For example, Harvard
spends up to $8.3 million a year just
to ·complete the necessary forms to
be in· compliance with five federal
programs. At the University of
Rochester, $1 million [s added to
this university's operating costs to
file reports with HEW. Then there is
the University of Kansas which
receives about $24 million in
federal funds annually but spends
more than $750,000 yearly on compliance reports.

By l{ebekah Szymanski

Daily LOBO·

Staff. AI othet' cOlumns, cartOons
and iert~~n represent .the Opinion of
the •Uihor and do not necessarily
refteet the 'vieM of the staff.

Perspe~tive

Are u·NM's HEW Claims Justified?

__,...:.::r,

really be accompli~hed."s
M'll)
.
\John tuart 1
mnnm••nnu uumnu uunnn••umnnmmmnnuu•mnmm•um .., Letters u•nuunn•n•~... ..~·· .................. •rmuu u•u nnmurmunnnrn•

Editor:
We are amazed at the ignorance
expressed both in the LOBO and by
'numerous students concerning
PIRG. The most common complaint is that PI RG has done
nothing or very little to aid students. That is not its purpose.
Campus reforms and student
gripes are or should be dealt with
through other agencies. PIRG is a
response to the lack of channels for
· students to expreSs concern or get
involved in the community. It is "a
staff of professionals-lawyers,
engineers, social and natural scientists, writers and organizers (who)
work on local and state problems."
It provides basic information, a
knowledge of activ~ groups around

'

Ever since a Chicano student
filed a discrimination suit with the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) against UNM
Prof. Keith Auger, faculty members
·and administrators ali~e have
criticized this federal department
for its encroachment in UNM's internal affairs and other college matters. Are their claims justified?·
, From the viewpoint of polla~s
and-cents, the effect and potential
effect of HEW on University courresearch-and-development
ses,
contracts, and other projects cannot be overlooked. Since 1960,
more than 50 billion federal dollars
have flowed to campuses nationwide, including UNM. With the aid
oi Governmsnt tuition loans administered by HEW, college

>.

'@

Opinion

By George M, Coston

.Editorial

-

21 20 Central 5.1.
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Available Now at Housing Collections
La Posada 201 277-2606
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San Francisco to sign for the hot
bill.ion.
His 20-day odyssey sets up the
film .

"Mr. Billion," directed by
3 Jonathan Kaplan, is now showing
:;.., at the Hiland Theatre.

......
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Review by George Gesner
It's the old rags to riches story
once again, only the pot of gold is
not a million dollars, but a billion.
Mr. Billion is Guido Falcone
(Terence Hill), an rtalian mechanic
who has just inherited a billion
dollars from llis uncle Antonio
head of Falcon Industries.
John Cutler (Jackie Gleason),
lawyer and right-hand man for the
late Falcon and Leopold Lacy (the
late William Redfield) travel to
Italy to seek the mechanic. Guido
takes the news quite casually and is
told that he has 20 days to get to

out on his own. A cowboy at heart,
he is stuck in a small Texas town
where he gets rolled· by the town
whore, gets in a barroom brawl and
then thrown in jail with a down-onhis-lu.ck rancher named Duane
(Slim Pickens).

Cutler is the first of many trying
to get a piece of the action. Since he
has failed to convince Guido to sign
They escape and together they
the poser of attorney paper, he
finish
the adventure with a .brief
hires Rosie (Valerie Perrine), a la<!y
episode
in Grand Canyon where he
detective to charm it out of him.
• saves Rosie.
Guido travels by ship to the states
The stunts and adventure seem
and then by train where he is ~ontriyed, dragging down the good
kidnapped while handcuffeq to mtentlons·of the film.
Rosie. They escape by car, by foot
Some interesting sequences and
and by helicopter which crashes in a
colorful
supporting roles save the
little league baseball field.
movie from being a dismal failure.
Guido then spots the moment of Terence Hill (better known as
betrayal
and leaves Rosie, who has Trinity) is a dashing leading man,
·
fallen in love with him, and goes yet seemingly reserved in his actionpacked role. His fascination with
the western cowboy works well in
the film.
'
Valerie Perrine is sub-par with a
role that doesn't do her justice.
Jackie Gleason is a welcome sight in
his villain-cast role, not having
appeared in a movie for over a
decade.

JTfiiJlfiN

c~fiTSO
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Three veteran character actors
supply the best moments in the
film. Slim Picken's barrage of
comments and insults will

SANDWICHE:SI

THE
SUNSHINE
THEATRE
PRESENTS

WHEN HOLLYWOOD
WAS YOUNG
Please clip and save

... A Collection

of 24 fino films
from the oorly years

MARCH 9 Thru MAY 10

Please clip and save
Mon, Aprll11 thru Sat, Aprll16

Wed, March 91hru Tues, March 15

SAHARA 1943

The Marx Brothers

Humphrey Bogart

Jean Harlow

I
I
I
I

The Marx Brothers Margaret Dumont

I
I

Sun, Aprll17 thruTues. Aoril19

Wed, March 16 thru Tues. March 22

WUTHERING HEIGHTS1939
Laurence OliJ.'ler

Bette DaviS
Wedj March 23 thru Sat, March 26
Alfred Hitchcock's

SUSPICION 1941
Cary Grant Joan Fontaine
John Ford's

THE INFORMER 1935
VIctor Me lag len
March 29

THE KID 1921

Fred Astai1e

I

SHALL WE DANCE 1937

I
I
I

Wed,

Ginger Rogers

April20 thru Sat, Aprll23
ALL ABOUT EVE 19so

Belle Davis

Anne Balder

Marilyn Monroe

LAURA 1944
Gene Tierney

Dana Andrews

SOil. Aoril24 thru Tues. April 26

THE GUNS OF NAVARONE (Colorl1961
Gregory Peck
Richard Harris

David Niven
rrene Papas

Anth()nyQulnn
Anttlony Quayle

Wed, April27 thru Sal 1 Ap!i130
Victor Hugo•s

Charles Uwghton

r
I
I

r
I
I
I

t

I
I
I
I
I

1
I
I
I
I

I
I

Cary Grant

ffir. Billion: Pe~tlne and Hill
rolling out of your seats. He im- performance.
mediately wins the hearts of the
viewers in his good guy role. Chill
Mr. Billion, though, does not
Wills as Colonel Clayton T. Winkle stack up and the enjoyable and
is precious for the short time he is mildly surprising ending does not
on, and Sam Laws as the old black save the film from a status of
cowboy puts in a good samaritan mediocrity.
'

Those Tangled Webs
Review by Harriet Moldov
Bill Daily, who is directing and
starring in the Albuquerque Little
Theatre's current production, said
A Gentleman and a Scoundrel
would be played "for laughs" and
he was right. The play {as
augmented by special material
written by Daily) is funny, the pace
is quick, and the performances
bright and sparkling.
The plot is a familiar one. A
soon-to-be-middle-aged productsanalyst is in love with his boss, a
liberated woman who keeps insisting that he not think of her as a
woman. Just for fun, he occasionally dons Western apparel
(buckskin jacket, ten-gallon hat,
and eight-inch platform boots);
when his boss catches him in this
outfit, she fails to recognize him as
humdrum Fred from the office
(since he has removed his false
mustache) and falls in love with this
tall "Texan."
He must keep up the pretense, as
his boss hires "Rick Laredo" to be
Fred's office assistan1, requiring
frequent costume changes and mass
confusion. His downfall comes
when a company auditor questions
how Fred can live as luxuriously as
if he were receiving two salaries
(which, of course, he is-his and
"Rick's").
. Billy Daily plays Fred/Rick as a
running sight gag. His funniest
moments come as he totters and
careens across the stage, unable to
maneuver those oversize platform
boots. At one point in the show, his
boss, Jenny, accidentally sits on
Fred's false mustache which
adheres to her pants when she gets
up. Fred goes through all kinds of
contortions, trying to retrieve the
mustache without Jenny's knowing
what he is doing.
A unique feature of this

Fred Zinneman's

HIGH NOON 1952
Gary Cooper

Grace Kelly

NEVER GIVE A SUCKER
AN EVEN BREAK 1941
W.C. Fields

Gloria Jean

Wed, Apri16 thru Easter 1 April10
The first CinemaScope movie

THE ROBErcolor) 1953
Richard Burton

Jean Slrnmons

production was the inclusion of
times when Daily would address the
audience directly, still in character.
During one of these times, he
described himself (Fred) as "the
.answer to every girl's dream-a
three-year-old girl who hasn't had
time to do much comparing."
Again, at the end of Act I, referring
·to the growing relationship between
Jenny and Rick, he turns to the

•' .

"Architecture of Finland," a limited resources, yet it has
bice!]tennial exhibit prepared by the developed indigenous and conMuseum of Finnish Architecture, temporary architecture that is
will be on display at the UNM admired far beyond its borders,"
School of Architecture and said Prof. Robert C. Cohlmeyer of
Planning, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., UNM 's School" of Architecture and
March 21-25.
_
Planning.
·
More than 70 panels of
As part of the exhibit, films on
photographs and plans, illustrating Finnish architecture will be shown
examples of Finnish. architecture on Mar.ch 23, at 4:30 p.m., in the
dating from the fifteenth century to upstairs studio of the School, which
the present, will be on display.
is located on the corner of Central
"Despite climatic differences, and Stanford.
Finland has some resemblances to
The exhibit and films are open to
New Mexico in having a relatively the public. Admission is free.
· small, low-density .population and

.Gny Co-op

·student
Exhibit

A newly formed gay co-op is
seeking to increase understanding
between the gay and non-gay
Exhibitions of art work by New
community; particularly through Mexico students in kindergarten
the Gay Speakers Bureau .
through high school grades are
The membership is open to all being displayed throughout the
interested, committed individuals.
state this month in _observance of
Other goals are to offer peer National Youth Art Month.
counseling by phone or ap· The student chapter of the New
pointment, to start a gay library, to Mexico Art Education Association
provide information on social is coordinating the exhibits in
services useful to gays and to make Albuquerque, Las Cruces, the
referrals when needed, to establish Jemez Valley, Santa Fe and Fara network of communication mington.
between it and other gay
Student art exhibitions in
organizations, and to organize Albuquerque are located at: the
social functions and other alter- South Broadway Library, Prospect
natives.
· Park Library, Esperanza Library,
The co-op hopes to bring to an El Valle State Bank, Rio Grande
end the isolation experienced by Valley Bank, First State Bank of
many gay people.
Rio Rancho, Citizens'· Bank, the
Interested persons may phone: Statesman· Club of Albuquerque,
268-2940 or visit the Alternative Federal Savings and Loan and the
Community Center.
UNM International Center.

..'inc (i,ca•nHll1 Sall!">a~c & Cold (:uts- n.ctail
l'lalu' your owll •tuicl< meal
witb <nn• dclicit>u""

PMtO l;ly Ho.ul~t ffioldo..-

aUdience and says, ·· 111at woman
and 1 are two-timing me!"
Diana Sinclair as Jenny and Jack
Vogel as the auditor, Basil Pronker,
gave very credible performances. It
was obvious. throughout the performance that the actors enjoyed
working together and that joy was
communicated to the audience,
whose pleasure was doubled.
The run of this play has been
extended for two extra performances this Wednesday and
Thursday, a.t 8 p.m. Call 242-4750
for further information.

nteed to get you
into the wate•·

Joan Fontaine

THE GANG'S ALL HERE !Colorl1943
Alice Faye

The ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series will present poet, playWright, and
fiction writer Estela Portillo Trambley reading from her works in the
Humanities theater, room 108 at 8 p.m. tonight. The reading is free·
and open to the public.
Portillo is the author of two books: a book of poetry Impressions
Qj a Chicana and prose Rain of Scorpions and other writings.. In
1972, she won the Quinto Sol Award for literature.
Presently, she teaches atEI Paso Community-College and works on
commWlity theater through the Extensions Arts Program. She has
been instrumental in developing bilingual theater in El Paso.
Estela Portillo Trambley has been 4ailed as "the first Chicana to
have a book published of her own literary works."

Knot.: -..vnx.•st.
Bx.·atwtu•st
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Oscnt Trivia
you may not know about
the Academy Awards:
The youngest nominee for an
acting Oscar was Jackie Cooper,
nominated as best actor at the age
,. of nine for his performance in
"Skippy." Youngest player to
receive an award was Shirley Te, •
mple, who was five years old when
she was voted an Honorary
Juvenile Award in 1934. Youngest
ever to be voted an Oscar was
Tatum O'Neal, who was 10 when
she won for her supporting performance in "Paper Moon."
Forty-five different actors have
abeen best actor winners. Only
Fredric March, Spencer Tracy,
Gary Cooper and Marlon Brando
have won twice. There was one tie,
in 1931/32 between March ("Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde") ahd Wallace
Beery ("The Champ.") Spencer
Tracy lead~ all actors in
nominations-nine.
Forty women. have been voted
best actress. Katharine Hepburn,
whose eleven nominations lead all
thespians in this field, is the only
three-time winner in the best actress
category. Two-time recipients are
Ingrid Bergman, Bette Davis,
Olivia de Havilland, Glenda
Jackson, Vivien Leigh, Lui~e
Rainer and Elizabeth Taylor. There
has been one tie, in 1968 between
Katharine Hepburn ("The Lion in
Winter") and Barbara Streisand
("Funny Girl").
In the supporting actor field,
only three have repeated: WalterBrennan, with three, and Anthony
Quinn and Peter Ustinov, with two
each.
Shelley Winters is the only actress
to win two Oscars in the supporting
category.
Helen Hayes, Ingrid Bergman
and Jack Lemmon are the only
performers in Academy history to
win in both acting categories.
Hayes won the best actress award in
1931/32 for "The Sin of Madelon
Claude!," and the supporting
actress award in 1970 for "Airport." Bergman won the best
actress award for "Gaslight,"
1944, and "Anastasia," 1956, and

the supporting actress a ward for
"Murder On the Orient Express,"
1974. Lemmon won the supporting
actor award in 1955 for "Mister
Roberts," and the best actor award
in 1973 for' 'Save the Tiger."
There
have
been
nine
posthumous awards, but none for
acting.
Only sister act among the Oscar
winners: Joan Fontain, who won
the best actress award in 1941 for

"Suspicion;'' and Olivia de
HilVilland, who won two awards in
the same category, 1946 for "To
Each His Own" and 1949 for "The
Heiress.,,
One brother-sister achievement:
Lionel Barrymore; best actor for
"A Free Soul" in 1931, and Ethel
Barrymore, best supporting actress
for "None But the Lonely Heart"
in 1944. Brother John never won an
Oscar.

Prescriptions. filled ,
lenses replac:1,
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Monday thru Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-2
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511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-36671
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301 ...-
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Burritos & 3 Tacos

~ ~~~~~~~~

every
~
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$199
4 pm·l 2
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{across from the University) I

"THE HUNGER STOP"

\ 2608 Central SE
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SALE

SAVE sgoo on 1st Pair

Maureen o'Hara

sun. May 1 thru iues, May 3

Wed, March 30 thru Tues, Aprils

WHERE (H1c)
AM 1?
•

Finland Feted ...

Rudyard Kipling's
GU NGA DIN 1939

JacKie Googan

SAFETY LAST 1923
Harold Lloyd

I
I

Ginger Rogers -

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME 1939

Charlie Chaplin

I

THE GAY DIVORCEE 1934
Fred Astaire

THE LITTLE FOXES 1941

rues,

I
I

Margaret Dumont

THE COCOANUTS 1929

PLATINUM BLONDE 1931

sun, March 27 thru

DUCK SOUP 1933

Ttambley Reads

SAVE 54°0 on 2nd Pair
MIX' EM

Carmen Mi~anoa Benny Goodman

CHARLIE CHAN IN PARIS 1935
Warner Of and

Kily Luke

ASAGALLERY

Wed, May 4 fhru Tues. May 10

"A closs.-A parody of 'JAWS'...
Slde·spllltlng absurdity abounds ...
.
HUSTLER
"Sex·crozed mermaid Terri Hall
gives the best deep fhroot ever."
PLAYBOY

CASABLANCA 1942
Humphrey Rogart Ingrid Bergman Peter Lorre
P<WI Henteid Sydney. Greenstreet

THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD
(Color) 1938)
· E:rror Flynn

Olivia de Havillartd

VIctor Mature

PIOI&I'I!SUGUM
A R0 BERT J, KAPLAN & PAUL COHEN FILM
.

lobo

men 1 s

·shop

Starring TERRI HALL& BROTHER THEODOREI
ShowTimes
2:00
6:30
3:30 8:00
9:30

~

X

A QUALITY
ADULT
FILM

2120 Central S.E. 243-6954
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GOLDEN YEARS
1920-1950
Exhibition & Sale
art decco nostalgia frames
posters WWII prints objects

March 21-Aprill
M-F 11-4
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j ASU Nips Lobos to Win Gymnastics Title
0

.0

3

...

·Baseballers Break Evtln

Tradition was upheld in the
» Western Athletic Conference
=@ Gymnastics Championships, but by
0 a narrow margin.
8 A team has never lost the
·~ compulsory half of the meet and
2: come back to win the cham:;: pionship:
OJ
Arizona State won the com~ pulsory portion and went on to win
00 the WAC chamnionshin in a meet
OJ
•
'I
iif which went down to the last event.
0... 'ASU had 417.1 points. UNM
finished in second with 416.95
points. In third, fourth and fifth
respectively were Brigham Young,
Arizona and Colorado State.
On Thursday night in the
compulsorie& ASU finished the
evening leading UNM, 206.55-204.95. UNM Coach Rusty Mitchell said his team was still in
.
Photo
I . Hunt
. striking distance of ASU after the
WAC
high
/.Jar
champion,
LobQ
Steve
Ortiz
performs
at
first night and he was right. He
the
high
point
in
his
routine.
'
said, "It gives us the incentive to go
And go for broke is just what the they had four of the ten top eight
all for broke tomorrow because we
Lobos did on Friday night as they scorers, led by John Eberle and
don't have anything to lose."
scored 2!2 points which is the Chuch Walters who were tied for
TheNew highest they have scored in three first' with 9.0's.
years. But ASU hung on for the
In the optional competition on
Lucky's Pizza .
victory.
Friday
night the Lobos held the
$1.00 off any large
lead
through
the first four events.
-or medium Pizza or
In the compulsories the Sun Going into the parallel bars, the last
Lasagna purchase
Devils placed first or second in each event for the Lobos, UNM trailed
~present this coupo_n
event. The Lobos were first or ASU by .4 points. The Lobos made
4 13 Ce tral NE 256-9951
second in every event except up some ground but it wasn't
vaulting where they were fourth.
enough.
.
The Lobos were strong in the
UNM' s Steve Ortiz won the allpommel horse compulsories where around with a 108.25. This was his

~£~···
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For freedom like trus,
especially during your
menstrual period, trust
your protection to
Tampax tampons. More
women use them than all
other tampons combined.
The slim, smooth,
prelubricated containerapplicator makes
Tampax tampons
comfortable to insert.
Removal is no problem,
either. The withdrawal
cord is chain stitched the
entire length of the tampon
and can't pull off. -

?timp(h{,

best score ever and Mitchell said it
would move Ortiz into the top five
in all-around in the nation. Ortiz
said the reason for the good performance was, "l've been practicing real hard and I guess that's
what did it." The next meet for
Ortiz will be the NCAA Championships.
After Friday's competition Ortiz
, was leading in the vaulting, parallel
bars and the horizontal bar and
Eberle and Walter were tied for the
pommel horse lead.
On Friday the Lobos placed first
or second in every event except the'
rings in which they were third.
On his team's performance
Mitchell said, "They gave it
everything they had. It came downto the wire and it wasn't good
enough." He said it was a great
performance by his team nevertheless. Mitchell also added that, "I
feel the score is not indicitive of
how we did." He hoped that the
fans would not get the wrong idea
because the Lobos lost but that the
Lobos proved in the meet that they
could hold their own with any team
in the nation,
After Friday's competition was
over, Doug Day's score on the
horizontal bar was increased by a
'change in scoring by a judge who
had missed a move. After much
discussion this change was allowed
but was later reversed on Saturday.
To qualify a team for the NCAA

Championships a team has to score
417 in the conference meet and
must take first place. ASU qualified
its whole. team.
If Day's score change had been
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allowed to stand, then the Lobos
would have meet the 417 standard
·with a417.05. By .-::1eeting this mark
there would have been an outside
chance that the whole Lobo team
would have qualified,
In the individual finals on
Satur.daynight the Lobos qualified
six men for the NCAA Championships. The Lobos won five of
the six indivudual titles, with Ortiz
taking four firsts himself. The first
. three placers qualify for the NCAA
meet.
Ortiz won the floor exercise,
vaulting, and the horizontal bar
outright and tied for first in the
parallel bars, Ortiz turned in the
highest score of the night with a
9.65 on the horizontal bar.
In the pommel horse the Lobos
took the first two spots with Eberle
in first at 18.55 and Walter right
behind with 18.5.
In floor exercise Lobo Perry
Genovese placed third. Lobo John
Bernal finished third in the rings.
Despite problems with judging,
Lobo Doug Day finished third in
the horizontal bar.
Saturday night Mitchell and ASU
Coach Don Robinson were named
Co-WAC Coaches-Of-The-Year.
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©1977 JOS. SCHLITZ BREWING CO. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

THE DEAN OF BEER'S QUICKIE QUIZ.
Q: A mini-brewery is:
a) Hidden in a basement somewhere in Gn~ektown.
b) The result of trying to make Broken Toe, Idaho,
the beer capital of the world.
c) The right way to pretest beer ingredients.
d) Both (a) and (c).
A: (c) If you answered this question (a),
you obviously know something I don't.
And you are in a lot of trouble.
Now, as for the correct answer.
Yes, Schlitz actually does have a mini-brewery
where they test-brew the ingredients that go into
Schlitz. And if they're not right, they f!ever go
into Schlitz.
Which is something to remember the next time
you're going into your favorite place for a beer.
You know which one.
THERE'SJUSTONEWORD
FOR BEER.

Siglinda Steinfiiller
Dean of Beer

0

AND YOU KNOW It

Softba li -E'ntries
Softball season is here.· Signups
for Intramural softball are due
Tuesday March 22, with the season
to be kicked off next week. Rosters
should be turned in to the
Intramural office in ,[ohnson Gym.
If the diplomatic game of table
tennis is in your sights, entries for
doubles are due Tuesday March 22.
Intramural competition is open
for men and ·women in seperate
events.

~®

MACE 01-.ilY 0'1' TAMPA)( INCORPORATEO, PALMER. MASS

Saving

•

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Bloo-d·
Plasma
8 am to5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
. residence

·TAMPAX

~

~

Donor Center

The fnternal Pi'OlectiDn more women trust

Fern Gymnastics ·Team ;.o"
z
"
Takes Fifth Place
"
"
In Regional Meet

"'

:<:

By David Belling

to kulA-a

'"1l

842-6991
-Albuquerque·
1307 Central NE

•
Thesearejustsomeofthefields you're likely ·
to work in while you're an officer in
the Coast Guard.
Of course, you'll get a lot of specialized training. Not in the classroom,
but on the job while you perform your
duties. That way you'll develop leadership and management skills, The Coast
Guard:s a small organization with relatively few officers. So we put your
talents and ability to use as quickly
as possible.
Coast Guard officers are well

paid. But what we really offer you is richly
tewarding work. Work that's meaningful.
. To you and to your country.
- The Coast Guard's got a lot to offer college graduates. So, before you decide what
you're goina to do after graduation, get the ·
full story when our representative visits
your campus. Your col!.ege placement
office can arrange an appointment.
Or call us, toll free, at 800-4248883 for the location of your
nearest Coast Guard officer recruit~r.

·The CDast Guard.

Our representative will be on your campus March 31 - April 1
r
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CLEANEST JiOMES IN the Western Hemisphere.

~-

Both are thr('e minutes from Law and Med!clne. 1020
PrincetQn, NE, has 2 bedrooms, living and dining
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Aspirin~ UNM photographers
might be interested in the LOBO .
";:1 photography issue, Apr, 15. The
<U
issue will include the LOBO
~ Photography Contest results,
~
interviews with several famous
<U
z photographers and photographs
0 submitted by UNM students
wishing to have their photos
<U
01)
printed. The issue has been divided
0.. into several categories, and students
should submit photos for a particular category. Photos are to be
submitted to the LOBO office,
Marron Hall, R,oom 138, no later
than Apr. 11.
The categories are:
Erotica: Judges reserve the right
to separate pornography from art.
Nature: Reserved for pictures of
flora and landscape.
Fauna: Animals, stressing the
unusual.
Sports: Any and all types of
sports photos accepted.
People: Self-explanatory.
Surrealism: Prints in the
tradition of Dali, Michels and the
like:
0
u

j

I
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Students Given
Exposure

...

Classifieds

Photo Contest
Included

Ci
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LOBO Focuses on Peop.le in Special Issue

Ro.te.&1 15 _ce-nts pr:t woK) pet do.y, one- dollot minimum.

Personals
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Call 26~-2444 or come
to!717GirardBlvd. NE. tfn
A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
available for W cents a copy in room 131, Marron
Hall. TF.N
NONSMOKERS CLUB! 897-<Jl31. 4/6
PARTY! Our sound system booKed so fa~t in
December we're doing It again! Frats, Sors, special
rate. We supply everything. Call266·0235. 4/4 .
AGORA: UNM's student crisis center, 277~3013 or
come by NW corner, Mesa Vista Hall. 3/21
NEED EXTRA CHEST PROTECTION? Wear
cotlon T-shirts by Lollopop. Very feminine. Assorted
colors & styles. 2910 Central SEat Wild Rose. 3/21
ENGlNEERING JUNIORS INTERESTED in $500 a
month during their senior year call Gene HeP,derson
at 766-2335 or write Navy Nuclear Power Programs
Officer, P.O. Box 8667, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87!08. 4/21
'

FOUND: KEYS ON RING, Describe & claim,
Journalism 216,9-3 p.m. 3/23
FOUND: KEY near Yale Park, 3/7/77. Identify &
claim, rm. 131, Marron Hall. 3/24
LOST: CHROME CROSS Pencil. 243-0462 after
S. 3/2S

Services
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Me:dco, Inc. 842·
5200. trn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar niEnms. 10l!J'o
discount for students with JD's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4/29
TIPJNO, ISTQUALlTY, 883-7787. 4/6
TYPING: M.A. ENGLlSH. Selectric, on-campus.
296·8564. 3/31
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266-9037. 4/8
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298•
7147. 3/22
NEED HELP? Research, revislon, editing, typing.
281-3001. 3f2$·~·
,,..,~.
,,
•••
EXPERIENCED TYPJST. Call Linda, 821~
0420. 4/8
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical
Program offers legal services for studeilts and staff.
Furnished by qualified law students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose assets
and income do not exceed established guidelines.
$1.00 registration fee. Call 277~2913 or 277-3604 for
information .and nppnin~me!!!!:. Spor:~o:-c.d b:;
Associated Students ofUNM. 3/21
IT TAKES 8 WEEKS to reach fiuency in French, 14
to achieve French University level (15-20 U.S. ~·
Credits) in total immersion in France. 30 hours of 1
Audio-visual and programmed instruction a weel.,
f<~mily living. Open to determined b"C:g!nners and
ncar*beginncrs, year round. Normandy, Paris, Nice.
Call 821-0388, meeting to be arranged by dirccior. 3/25
EXPERTTYPING,2664567. 3125

2 to 9 weeks · From $379
2 weeks guided European Tour

~~elusive !::?..~·.~.~ !!~~~,!.

Announcing a benefit concert
for the legal defense of Dr. Susan Patrick,
Tuesday, March 22, 1977, 8:15,
UNM Student Union Ballroom.

WHY? . . . This is the dilemma that is quickly becoming a community issue and Dr.
Patrick's legal defense will be contesting the procedures which have led to precluding the
opinion of the majority.
·
It is anticipated that this concert will raise funds for Dr.• Patrick's legal defense. It is
hoped that the spirit behind this performance will rally others into helping to find differ·
ent avenues of approaching the UNM Provosts. We hope to persuade them that the cause
of maintaining excellence and,quality teaching at UNM demands that the decision toter·
minate Dr. Patrick's contract be reversed.
The UNM Music Society 'is a UNM students organization dedicated to promoting music
and assisting persons in the musical community.
'
For informRtion and/or suggestions, please call 256·7064 (late p.m./early a.m.). Addition·
al donations can be mailed to the UNM Music Society, Zon Eastes, President, P.O. Box
8263, Albuquerque., 87108.

negotjnb!e 271-2498

Lost & Found

Charter_to Europe

It is the understanding of these faculty members that, based on past procedures, their
vote should always be reflected in any termination decision. Their recommendations,
their petitions, the petitions of students and letters from persons outside the university
are being ignored.

run five ot

FENDER RHODES electric piano: one yeat' old,
excellent condition, Call 883-0561, after 5
p.m. 3/21·
OLYMPUS OM-1: Excellent condition, price

THE Gila Springs aren't hot without Paul. 3/21/77

.&.Faculty ·stages

These faculty artists wish to express their dilemma in not being able to'convince the UNM
administration that this excellent musicology teacher should, most definitely, have her
contract renewed.

Adv~utlsemeot.a

mote- conuc1,1t1Ye doya with no changelJ, nine cents pet wotd per do.y (no refunds
If cancelled b~ore five lnaetUone). Clo.aldflfl'd ~dveft!semen" must bill' pold In
odVO.I'!Ce. mouon Hall Roofl1105 Ot bymo.ll to Clo.aalfllll'd Advett!aiB9, ur-~m 8ox2Q,
Albuque-rque-, Hffi 87131.

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is
pleased to announce the first annual LOBO Photography Contest,
sponsored by the LOBO features
department and photography
department.
The theme of this year's contest
is PEOPLE. Prints should be
subwitted showing people in
everyday life, people in any
situation, acting only as people
can. Yes, this theme is broad, but
we feel that this allows the
photographer to use his best
creativity.'
Winning entries in this category
will be published in the Daily
LOBO on April 15. There will be a
$20 first prize, $10 second prize,
and a $5 third prize based on the
decision of a panel of judges.
RULES:
I. All UNM students,
faculty and staff are
eligible to enter.
2. All prints must be
Madrid-An award-winning photo by Howard Pace
at least 5" x 7" and no
larger than 16" x 20".
The prints do not have
to be mounted, but only
black
and
white
photographs will be ac(Continued from page I)
cepted.
3. Entries must be
read that if the instructor showed Batcheller attended the first
submitted at the LOBO'
excellence or promise of excellence· meeting. "Dr. Batcheller came with
office, room 138 of
he or she may have their contract a tape recorder," he said, and "he
(Batcheller) was taking names
Marron Hall by 5 p.m. ,
renewed.
Friday· April 8. Prints
Dr. Patrick said when she was down."
may be submitted by
Eastes said that after Batcheller
interviewed- for the job "Either
mail, but !V!UST BE
(Acting Dean of Fine Arts Donald left the meeting "Rhoads came in
POST
MARKED NO
and
asked
me
to
define
part
of
the
McRae or department chairman
LATER
THAN WEDWilliam) Rhoads told me the constitution which says 9ur purpose
NESDAY,
APRIL 6.
contracts were 'automatically is to give 'support and aid to
4.
Prints
must· be subrenewed' as long as I did a good members of the music committe.'
mitted
to
one of the
job."
As a chartered organization, the
following
persons:
Wen"There are very few rules which UNM Music Society is able to rent
T.
Hunt,
photo
.,.. "
dell'
they have to abide by," Fa trick
the ballroom.
editor;
Tim
Gallagher,·
said.
The concert will begin at 8:15
news editor; Lynda
While the "tenured faculty had tomorrow night and will feature a
Sparber, arts and media
been completly ignored," said wide range of music. Scheduled to
editor; or D.M. Flynn,
Patrick, lj.group of students banded be performed are works by Scott
asst. News editor.
_together in her support and J0plin, P.D.Q. Bach, Mozart and
5. Prints will be
founded the UNM Music Society.
judged by a panel of
electronic music.
Zon Eastes, president of the
qualified photographers
Scheduled to perform inc! ude
group, said the reason the Music
and
one
nonSociety was formed "was so we pianists Schoenfeld, George Robert
. CollorWrlto INTERTOUR
photographer.
The
and Jane .Snow, violinist Leonard
could hold a concert in the SUB."
1308 Don Diego
decision of the judges is
Eastes said that when the Society Felberg, cellinist Joanna de Keyser,
final.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
was
first formed, acting chairman guitarist Hector Garcia, oboist
6. Although every ef505-983-8534
of the music department, John Darrel Randell, bassoonist Artemus
fort will be made to
Edwards, organist Wes Selby,
avoid damaged prints,
clarinitst Floyd Williams, tromthe LOBO can assume
bonist
Karl
Hinterbichler
no responsibility for any
saxaphonist William Wood and
damage that might octrumpeter James Whitlow. Tickets '
cur.
.
are $1 for students, $3 for general
7. Prints will be
admission.
returned on request.

This unusual concert, performed by the majority of the UNM Music Faculty, is a public
demonstration of the esteem they hold for their colleaQUe, Dr. Susan Patrick.

rooms, laundry, one bath, New carpeting, newly
decorated. LI!W~lS, flowers, covered patio, Unfur,.
nished, Has range and refrigerator. $240 per mo11th.
10l7 Princeton bas :1 bedropms, den 'with fireplace,
li11ing ream, 2 baths, patio, pleasant back yard.
Carpet~d. Range n11d refrigerator. Newly decorated

3/22

For Rent
BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS I bdr. apt. Large
fln~place, patio, furnished, many eK.tr~. 5 bl. from
UNM. $200.00/mo. 266·5256. 3/21

TODAY'S CKDSSWDBD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
4 7 Utter sharp
barks
1 Book of the 49 Bishop's
bible: Abbr.
official .
4 Barney
office
Malay coin
Footballer 50
51
Kelp
9 Faux pas
52
Hockey
14 J.F.K.'s
goalie
successor
statistics
15 Arabian evil
demon: Var. 54 U.S.S.R.
news
16 Altorney -agency
58 CGS unit
17 Octopus
60 State: Abbr.
19 Coastline
61 Copy
20 Herb
closely
21 Summer In 62 Detroit
Paris
7 Pays
35 Absence of
white
22 Reporter's
attention
sense of
elephant
question
8 Very
pain
64
Rub
out
23 Exchange 661ts capital is
delicate
3 7 Autocrat:
goods for
9 Long deep
Var.
Augusta
money
cut
40
Footwear
67 Honey ·
24 Vigilantly
10 Not out of
42 Hissing in a
badger
attentive
town:
2
radio
680riental
26 Ancient
words
45
Respectively
Buddhist 11 Gardener's
Asian
different
sect
29 Along with 69 Sudc1en
accessory:
48 Family
31 Nat'l Educ.
2 words
member
rush
Assn.
on
12
Wide's
53
Related
Well-fed
32 Land of the 70
partner
mother's
71
Educated
green
13 Sheep
side
guess:
33 Went by jet
18
Newfoundland,
55
Astound
Abbr.
36 Food
for one
56 Settings of
preservative
24 Formal
events
DOWN
38 Butter
speech
57 Sense of
quantity
smell
a 25 Mental
39 Mortgagees 1 As----hatter
aptitudes
59 Merriment
41 -1:2 words. 2 Goddess of 27 Woman's
61 Important
43 Cinema
peace
name
food
name
3 Polite
28 Put on the
62 Printer's
44 Informal
4 Light
re.;:ord
spaces
rooms
5 Distant
30 Be m want
63 Dip lightly
46 Talk much
6 Projecting 33 Des~rt
Into water
. but. say .
· bay window
bas1~ floor
65 Aberdeen's
little
34 Cons1shm!
river

For Sale
NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Bertin bicycles-plus, .,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles. R.C.
Hallett's, 843-9378. tfn
20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00 to $60.00. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 3/24
FINEST SELECTION of l1andmadl! wedding sets.
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE, 2936901. 4/29
'65 MG MIDGET: Re-built engine, new paint, new
tires, mechanically sound. $850.00. Randy: 266-3386,
265-6949. 3/21
1972 600cc BMW. Dependable and economical.
$1100.00 finn. 266-4115, cvenin~s. 3/21

AGORA

RCA MARK 8 stereo tape pl~yer & speak.Crs • .Mike at
277*27S7. 3/24
~
LESLIE MODEL 60 speakers and amp; 1944 D·.l8 ·
Marlin Guitar, 266-4567, ~n..s
1967 VW FASTBACK, Good cpndition. $800.00.
877-3899, 3125

throughout. $260 per month. Prefer women grads or
marrieds. No pets. lnquire at 1033 Princeton, NE or
phone 268-1013,

3125

Employment
OVERSEAS JOBS-summer/year·round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500,00SlUiO.OO monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
inform,*Write: International Job Center, Dept, NB,
Box4490, Berkeley, CA 94704, 3/2S
KAJTANA J,C.C, SUMMER DAY CAMP in
Manzanos. Now interviewing A&.C, nature, campcraft, music, dance, water safety, recreation
spedaJ.ists; & counselors. Salaries competitive. Rob
Etlgson, 255-3644, afte/- 6 p.m. 3/21
PART TIME HELP' WANTED: Sales <:Jerk &
stocking, Mus~ be over 21, graduate students onJy.
Apply in person, no phone calls. Save-Way Liquor
Store, 5704 Lomas Blvd, NE. 3125

q)LO_RAD0 1 WYOMING, MON'rANA, Sum*
mertime employees for dude ranches, Nail, Park~,
and U.S. Forest Servjcc, For informatlo11 and
directory send $3,00 to Outdoor Service~. Box 349,
Cody, Wyoming 82414. 3/21
APARTMENT MANA.OER WANTED: prefer
mature male who is both n:sponslble and
mechanically inclined to care for & maintain 26 newer
unit~ in lieu of rent. Interview by appoilltment only,
Call293·0770, 8-5 weekdays. 3/23
·
WE! NEED SOMI:WNE that is a senior journalism
student or working toward a master's degree in Ute
same field to collaborate on the writing of a book.
Details discussed with appointment, Call 821·3089
after6;00p,m. 3125

Dr. Clifford J. JoUy will lecture on the "New
Prlmatology'' Tues., March 22 at 7;30 p.m. in rm.
100 oF the biology building. The film "Baboom of
the Awash" will also be shown,
There will be an introductory lecture on the transcendentnl meditation program Tues., March 22. at
7:30p,m.;nnn.231·EoflheSUB.
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. SUMMER

'77 IN EUROPE. London, Paris,
Italy, Austria & Germany. Dep;trt June
23 from Albuq. Return July }9. Only $1450.00.
Includes meals, room, & guided tours. International
Education lnc. Call265-M82. 3/23
~w!Lzerland,
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The Student Publication Board will meet today llt
3:30p.m. in nn, 104ofMarron Hall.
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Mexican Food t
Specit;~lizing In Burritos I

·

Open 7 Days II am - Spm

··

Complete Mexican Dinners
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service

I

I
I

1------·-:--~~c_:~~!:.::~~;:~~J
Pants & Plants
LIQUIDATION SALE
• Levi Pre-·,iashed Jeans 9~'
• Jean Jackets (lined) 9° 0
• Wrangler Jeans 9~'
• Flannel Shirts 4 00
• Wrangler Cords 991l
• Denim Dresses 9"
SWEATERS*SKI JACKETS*WIND BREAKERS*50% OFF
CLAY POTS* GLAZED POTS*PLANTS*50% OFF
?i'THE SALE WILL RUN FROM MARCH 7 TO APRIL 7i'?

_,

-----EVERYTHING MUST GO----I

Ouen
:M-F I0a.m-6pm
Sat l-6 1012 Coal S,V! 243-0200
•
•
-

LDBD[iRILL
Bring this ad for

Bean Burrito

99¢
Large Pepsi
and

Laaa PHARMACY
We Serve All Your Needs 7 am- Midnight

243-5601

Yale & Central

What is AGORA?
AGORA is an open place at UNM
AGORA is open 24 hours a day
and is staffed by trained
volunteers who are there
to Listen -to help you
with Information - and
to simply be there
for people who
need someone
friendly to
talk with.
AGORA is
for you.
Call us at 277-301:3
or come by
the NW corner
of Mesa Vista.

...

a complete hne

...

BUV1
GET1'

..

FREE

<f esuipment

for

lhe mountaineer

Monday- Saturday
7:30- 8:30

Boogie To:

Fine Line
UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place To Make Friends"

2-421 SAN PEDRO, N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE! NEW MEXICO 87110

BEIW'EEN MENAUL AND
INDIAN SCI-tOOL.

2'-t.~8115

The program will include music from Bach to Joplin.
$1.00 Students
Paid forbg ttl.nds of S'Jaa.n Pattlck
$3.00 General Admission
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- Travelstead Career Full of Twists

N

"

{3

By Chris Hammond
~ It began in the depression in 1931 in a two-room rural scho<;>l in Virginia
2:_ and ended in the age of technology in the "mini-city" of a state university.
]
tJNM Provost Chester C. Travelstead's 47-year career in ~ducation staro ted as teaching principal for grades four through seven m a two-room
>-1 school.
When he took the job, he was asked if he knew that the previous two
a teachers had Jiterally been run off by the students.
8 .."When I got there the place was upside down," he said. "What an in·~ traduction to the real world! I was 19 years old and a lot of the boys were
::1
- taller than I was,"
2: After two years of teaching, he .finished college and then went to New
~ York in search of a career in the theater.
Z
''I thought I always wanted to be on the stage. I nearly st11rved to
N' death," he said. "It was a lot of rehearsals or productions that folded af:; ter opening night."
·
~0
He said he found a producer that lived near Central Park who had gone
0.. to the University of Kentucky and called him up.
"He gave me an appointment for midnight! We talked until 5 a.m. and
the next day at 4 p.m. I found myself on a bus headed for Addington,
- va:, ,-,he said.
Addington was the home of the Barter Theater Group which staged
plays all over Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia and South Carolina for trade
rather than money.
·
"It gave me a whole slant on life," he said; "It made me realize how
many different things a.!)d people and experiences there are.''
For the next few years he did graduate work and taught everything from
music to athletics, and then spent WW II in the Navy.
''After the Navy I was so shocked by teachers' salaries that I went with a
sales company," he said. "It wasn't forme."
On the subject of UNM admission standards, he said the line of admissions should not be so rigid as to eliminate students with potential but
Travelstead later became dean of
the School of Education at the
University of South Carolina where
he was dismissed after making a
speech against segregation.
The dismissal was a direct reacUNM Provost Chester
tion to a speech he made in response to the Brown vs. Board of
Travelstead
will
be
Education
Supreme Court decision
retiring this .year after
that
termed
segregation in public
working as an adschools
in
direct
violation of the
ministrator at the Univer·
Fourteenth Amendment.
sity for 21 years.
Travelstead said that, after his
dismissal from the University of
South Carolina, he had two chan-·
ces: UNM and Michigan State. He
came to UNM in 1956 and became
dean of the College of Education.
He said coming to New Mexico was
the best thing he has ever done.
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He said ihe climate of life, the philosophical and psychological atmosphere, have made New Mexico a good place to live and work.
"Frontiers get closed," he said. "All the questions had been answered
at home (Kentucky), so there were no new ideas. Here there was opportunity for thinking and acting differently without penalization."
He said people are ostracized too often for asking questions or for
breaking out for something different.
"It's true even in music, the word dissonance for example," he said.
"Stravinsky's concerts prompted duels on the floor."
Travelstead said he has seen UNM go through a long range of events
and troubles in his 21 years with the university.
He said a university needs free_dom of thought and expression and this
was tested when Tom Popejoy was UNM president.
"It was the McCarthy era of suspicion and the American Legion was
running around defending the honor of America," he said. "Popejoy did
a lot to sustain integrity and freedom for this institution."
He said UNM's real troubles began in 1968, not only in the size and
complexity of the university but because of the student movement.
"All authority was questioned," he said. "It was good for the university
to go through, but we ran into all kinds of problems."
He said Ferrel Heady, who was in office at the time, was berated by the
legislature for not keeping the students in line. "Heady was a calm man;
he kept good balance," Travelstead said.
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general standards should be considered,
"If UNM becomes a remedial school that will accept anyone, that will
tend to dissipate the academic level for all education including the elementary and secondary levels," he said. "It will also tend to discourage funding and good students."
·
"The diploma will eventually mean nothing," he said regarding the
recent .HEW controversy.
(HEW has requested an education professor's grades because of a
discrimination complaint by a Chicano student.)
"This can have a terrible influence on faculty grading," Travelstead ·
said. "They will all be looking at the last name,"
·
He said the university has a responsibility in trying to do what is right to
help groups that have been abused, HEW and the general law. "But I
.really have some apprehensions unless someone puts the brakes on this.''
Travelstead· said there was a corresponding incident where a UNM
College of Engineering student claimed discrimination. The student was of
Yugoslavian descent and had no evidence to support the complaint. The
university's name was ultimately cleared.
"The case lasted seven and one-half years," he said, "and cost UNM
between $150,000 and $200,000,
"This poses a serious threat to what we should be giving value to in this
country in terms·of equality," he said. "The conclusion (of the HEW controversy} could cause injury or problems for someone else."
He said the University of California was sued by an "anglo" student
who was not accepted to one of UC's graduate schools that had a chicano
quota. He said the student's qualifications were apparently better than
someofthose who had gained entry.
"Undue and unjust attention is equally wrong," he said. "I think my
record shows I'm concerned and '-':illing to put it on the line.
Chester Travelstead will be retiring June 30 as UNM provost.
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Chester Travelstead
UNM Provost
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